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1 Overview
1
 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the influence of the Chinese language(s)
2
 on 

Vietnamese with a focus on grammatical elements. Language contact between 

Vietnamese and Chinese has led not only to the borrowing of many thousands of Chinese 

words and influence on the phonological system of Vietnamese but also to some changes 

in Vietnamese grammar. This influence and borrowing was not, however, sufficient in 

quantity to move Vietnamese away from its Southeast Asian typological linguistic 

template, and many of the grammatical characteristics typical of varieties of Chinese are 

not part of Vietnamese grammar, thereby indicating substantial contact but not one that 

suggests overwhelming language contact. Following Thomason and Kaufman’s 

typological of language contact (1988:50), this scenario is in the range of medium to 

strong cultural pressure with heavy lexical borrowing and moderate structural influence. 

This paper first looks briefly at the history of language contact that Vietnamese has 

had with several languages. It then covers specific aspects of phonological, 

morphological, lexical, and grammatical borrowing, with an emphasis on Chinese 

linguistic influence. Overall, the grammatical influence of Chinese is primarily lexical 

rather than structural, and many of the grammatical words of Chinese origin were not 

originally grammatical in Chinese, highlighting internal innovation rather than direct 

influence from Chinese. The rest of this introduction describes the historical and 

sociolinguistic setting. 

Vietnamese is the national language of Vietnam, a country with over 80 million 

people. 90 percent of the population is ethnic Kinh, the ethnic autonym for the 

Vietnamese themselves.
3
 As the language of the majority, Vietnamese is, and has been 

for the last millennium from the end of Chinese rule over Vietnam in the middle 900s CE, 

the language of administration, religion, education, and most aspects of daily life, 

although Chinese literature has nevertheless remained a constant influence for two 

thousand years.
4
 The other 10 percent of the population in Vietnam speak over 50 

different languages belonging to five different language families: Austroasiatic, Tai-

Kadai, Hmong-Mien, Austronesian, and Sino-Tibetan. In this multi-lingual situation, 

Vietnamese has also served as a kind of lingua franca and has spread linguistic elements 

into languages of some ethnic minority groups.
5
 

The orthography used in Vietnam has moved through three stages over the past two 

millennia. In the first stage, Chinese was the sole writing script from about 100 BCE to 

                                                 
1
 Sources of data regarding borrowing in Vietnamese are mentioned when relevant. Otherwise, the data 

comes from the author’s research, and any discrepancies are the author’s responsibility. 
2
 The simplified term ‘Chinese’, as used in this paper, can refer variously to the entire group of Sinitic 

languages, various subgroups within the Sinitic branch of Sino-Tibetan, or the written language used by all 

of those groups. Specific usages of ‘Chinese’ for the arguments in the paper are noted as needed. 
3
 The term Kinh is itself Chinese in origin, jīng 京. 

4
 See Taylor (1983) for a more detailed discussion of the first thousand years of Sino-Vietnamese contact. 

5
 The issue of borrowing from Vietnamese has not been explored extensively in the literature. 
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sometime after the 10
th

 century CE.
6
 In the second stage, for several centuries after the 

end of Chinese rule in Vietnam, the development of Chữ Nôm, a writing system based on 

Chinese writing techniques
7
 but representing colloquial Vietnamese vocabulary, had 

matured in a full literary tradition by the early nineteeth century. Finally, in the third 

stage, with the arrival of European missionaries in the seventeenth century came the 

creation of a romanized orthography to represent the pronunciation of Vietnamese, the 

seminal publication being the 1651 ‘Dictionarium Annnamiticum [sic] Lusitanum, et 

Latinum’ (a Vietnamese-Portuguese-Latin dictionary) by the Portuguese missionary, 

Alexandre de Rhodes. However, it was not until the beginning of the twentieth century 

that what came to be called the Quốc Ngữ alphabet completely replaced the use of the 

Chinese and Nôm scripts. While this was also the French-colonial era, when the French 

administration was encouraging the use of a Western alphabet in Vietnam, the 

Vietnamese themselves ultimately adopted this writing system at least in part under a 

Nationalist movement (DeFrancis 1977). 

Overall, for the past two thousand years, the primary source of influence in 

Vietnamese culture and language has come from Chinese. By the time the Chinese 

arrived, those living in the Red River Delta region, the presumed ancestors of the 

Vietnamese, had a developing civilization with possible evidence from Tai-Kadai groups, 

though there is little evidence to portray this community vividly. From the first century 

BCE on, successive waves of Chinese entered Vietnam, settling in Vietnam and marrying 

into the Vietnamese population, thereby contributing to both Vietnamese culture and the 

Vietnamese gene pool. The early, formative Sino-Vietnamese era during the Han dynasty 

set the stage for continued Chinese cultural influence which remains to the present day, 

primarily in the area of the lexicon through the coining of modern terminology, called 

‘Sino-neologisms’ in this chapter. In particular, the written language of Chinese has, 

during these three stages, brought substantial additions to the Vietnamese lexicon, along 

with the imported culturally specific ideas and conceptual systems. 

2 Phonology 

Ultimately, no absolute method exists to determine precisely how Chinese has influenced 

Vietnamese phonology. Nevertheless, considering the quantity of vocabulary borrowed 

from Chinese into Vietnamese and various similarities in their phonological systems, 

such a possibility cannot be casually dismissed. At the same time, it is best to also 

consider possible language-internal innovations before assuming that similar 

phonological aspects are the direct result of borrowing from Chinese. The aspects of 

Vietnamese phonology that most likely show the influence of contact with Chinese are 

tones and certain classes of consonants. 

The system of tones in Vietnamese, with a single register height split, fits the 

Chinese model better than that of Tai-Kadai languages, with the Tai three-way distinction 

(Haudricourt 1972), supporting the position that Chinese, as opposed to Tai, could have 

influenced the development of the Vietnamese tone system. However, the precise 

                                                 
6
 No records exist to demonstrate whether or not the Vietnamese had developed an indigenous writing 

system before the arrival of the Chinese, as some have suggested. 
7
 Most often, as in Chinese, Chữ Nôm characters use a combination of Chinese radicals, one with a 

phonetic element and one with a semantic element. See Nguyễn D. H. (1990) for more discussion. 
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progression of development of Vietnamese tones has yet to be agreed upon by 

researchers. Haudricourt’s (1954) original ground-breaking hypothesis of tonogenesis in 

Vietnamese (Ibid. 1954b) has been questioned and modified (Gage 1985, Diffloth 1990). 

Some have suggested that Vietnamese tones are partly an internal development (Alves 

2001). Thurgood (2002) proposes a model for Vietnamese tonogenesis in which it is the 

result of interacting laryngeal features, a model which does not require language contact 

to account for it. Based on the archaic four-tone Vietic languages, such as Ruc and Arem 

(Nguyễn V. L. 1988), which have much less lexical influence from Chinese and which 

have preserved final /-h/ which corresponds to the hỏi and ngã tones of Vietnamese, it is 

possible to hypothesize that the borrowing by Vietnamese of numerous Chinese words 

having the shǎng shēng 上聲 tone category may indeed have influenced the development 

of the hỏi/ngã tone category in Vietnamese and varieties of the closely related Mường 

languages. The strong version of this hypothesis—that Chinese borrowing directly led to 

the creation of the hỏi/ngã tone category—is likely to be proven wrong, while the weak 

version—that Chinese influenced this tone category to a degree—may turn out to be 

more feasible. 

In the area of segmental phonology, it is most likely the case that the retroflex 

sounds /ʂ/, /ɽ/, and /ʈ/, the labial sounds /f/ and /v/, and the dental sound /z/ are, at the very 

least, partially the result of massive borrowing of Chinese loanwords and the 

phonological changes in Chinese during some periods (in particular, the period during 

which palatalization was spreading throughout varieties of Chinese in the Middle Chinese 

era) when Chinese vocabulary was being incorporated into the Vietnamese spoken 

lexicon. Retroflex sounds are typologically marked among the nearby major language 

groups Tai and Mon-Khmer in Southeast Asia, thus supporting the notions that these 

sounds were not borrowed from the close neighbors of the Vietnamese and that they less 

likely random changes. Numerous instances of the non-Chinese vocabulary which today 

have initial retroflex sounds are readily found in the 17
th

 century dictionary by de Rhodes 

as initial clusters of /tl/.
8
 In some instances, such sounds may have come from collapsed 

pre-syllables, as suggested by the presumed original Mon-Khmer phonological word 

structure of earlier stages of Vietnamese, which finally became single retroflex 

consonants. 

This apparent monosyllabification of Vietnamese and reduction of clusters into 

single consonants was most likely due to a combination of natural linguistic tendencies 

toward the unmarked as well as contact with and massive lexical borrowing from Chinese. 

Finally, it is perhaps worth mentioning that Vietnamese, like varieties of Chinese, has a 

maximum syllable CVC structure, with the exception of the glide /w/ in CGVC syllables, 

also a characteristic of varieties of Chinese. 

More recent adaptations of Western words, mainly French and English, have brought 

certain non-native phonemes, such as initial unaspirated /p-/ from French (e.g., ‘in 

‘battery’).
9
 Such single instances of borrowed sounds are limited to foreign loans and 

have not altered the Vietnamese phonological system. 

                                                 
8
 See Maspero (1912), Ferlus (1981 and 1992), and Nguyễn (1995) for more discussion on the historical 

reduction of initial clusters and development of initials in general in Vietnamese. 
9
 Final /-p/ is a native sound in Vietnamese. Initial /p-/ was lost most likey due to changes in Chinese from 

*p to *f and perhaps partly due to merging with earlier Vietnamese *β. 
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3 Nouns, Measure Words, and Nominal Structures 

In the realm of syntactic structure, the only aspect which Chinese most likely influenced 

in Vietnamese is noun phrase structure, specifically regarding the position of measure 

words before semantic head nouns. This order is in contrast with the post-nominal 

position expected for an otherwise modifier-final language, as well as in contrast with the 

typology of numerous languages in Southeast Asia (e.g., various Tai languages and Mon-

Khmer languages native to neighboring regions in Southeast Asia west of Vietnam) 

which do exhibit such a sequence. Indeed, it is primarily the Mon-Khmer languages 

within Vietnamese borders that generally follow the measure-noun order (Jones 1969), 

suggesting that this is a contact effect in this region from China southward, whereas the 

regions westward exhibit a different typological pattern. Overall, this suggests (but 

certainly does not prove at this point) two distinct regions of long-term language contact, 

with a chain of influence from Chinese to Vietnamese and then to various ethnic 

minorities in Vietnam. 

Support for this position of Chinese influence lies in two key points. First of all, 

Vietnamese has borrowed at least a dozen classifiers from Chinese, and dozens of other 

general measure words (Nguyễn 1957 and Alves 2001). The borrowing of such 

vocabulary most likely came through both literary and spoken contact, and the number 

may have lent to the borrowing of the position of the elements as well. Many of these 

loanwords have kept their original semantic properties and take the same kinds of nouns 

as they do in Chinese, while others have developed new semantic properties.
10

 Table 1 

contains a list of Vietnamese classifiers of Chinese origin. These are more semantically 

bleached and hence grammaticalized lexical items than less grammaticalized general 

measure words (e.g., bình 瓶 (píng) ‘bottle of’, bao 包 (bāo) ‘bag of’, and the like, as 

well as units of measurement, such as length and weight). A handful of the forms in the 

table are nativized words, next to which are listed the Sino-Vietnamese (SV) standard 

readings of the same etymon. 

 

Table 1: Borrowed Chinese classifiers 

Vietnamese Chinese Category 

bàn 盤 (pán) a unit for flat surfaces (table, hand, foot) 

bản 本 (běn) a unit for scripts, reports, compositions 

căn 

(SV gian) 
間 (jiān) a unit for houses 

chiếc  

(SV chích) 
隻 (zhī) (1) a unit for vehicles cars, boats, planes 

(2) a pair of chopsticks 

cuốn 

(SV quyển) 
卷 (juǎn) unit for books 

đạo 道 (dào) unit for laws, orders, decrees 

đỉnh 頂 (dǐng) unit for mountains 

đoạn 段 (duàn) unit for sections, paragraphs, passages 

                                                 
10

 This is not unlike the variation in semantic properties of the same classifier in different varieties of 

Chinese. 
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đôi 對 (duì) couple of shoes, chopsticks, husband/wife 

gian 間 (jiān) unit for rooms 

môn 門 (mén) unit for a subject/field of study 

phát 發 (fā) unit for a shot of a firearm, an injection 

tòa 

(SV tọa) 
座 (zuò) unit for buildings 

vị 位 (wèi) unit for people of high status 

viên 員 (yuán) unit for officials 

viên 丸 (wán) unit for small, round things (pills, tablets, 

bullets, etc.) 

 

A particularly significant borrowing is the Sino-Vietnamese generic classifier cái, 

which has a virtual article-like function in Vietnamese that, when used alone without 

quantification, can indicate definiteness and resembles the function of the semantically 

equivalent lexical item in Cantonese, the default classifier, go 個 (gè). With very little 

doubt, this is a Chinese loanword, though the timing and means of transmission (i.e., 

spoken or literary sources, or a combination) is not clear. 

The second issue, in contrast with the numerous borrowed measure words, is that 

among the post-nominal modifying elements, including stative verbs, descriptive clauses, 

possessive elements (e.g., the native possessive marker của), and demonstratives (e.g., 

the native demonstrative đó ‘that’), none show the borrowing of grammatical lexical 

elements. Consider the following sample noun phrase, which shows the various post-

nominal modifiers in Vietnamese, all of which precede nouns in varieties of Chinese. 

 

(1)   một cái  bàn mới đó của  tôi  

one UNIT table new that of I 

‘That new table of mine’ 

 

It is also important to recognize that Chinese has had very little influence on the 

numeral system of Vietnamese, in contrast with the substantial influence of the numeral 

systems of Tai, and through Tai, Mon-Khmer languages (i.e., the borrowing of the prime 

decimals, starting at 30). All basic numbers in Vietnamese, which are of Mon-Khmer 

origin, have solidly maintained their place in both spoken, colloquial language as well as 

written and/or formal spoken language. The single lexical item expressing ‘ten thousand’ 

was borrowed twice from Chinese. The older Han dynasty borrowing muôn is the more 

colloquial form, while the same word borrowed again during the Tang dynasty, vạn 萬 

(wàn), is the literary form, though in fact, neither is commonly used in Vietnamese today. 

Instead, the native vocabulary items ngình ‘thousand’ and triệu ‘million’ are used. Sino-

Vietnamese numerals are generally restricted to specific semantic functions (e.g., ordinals 

for grades in school) and are often bound rather than free morphs (e.g., tháng tư (SV tứ) 

四 (sì) ‘April’ (month-four)). Overall, Sino-Vietnamese numerals have a peripheral rather 

than primary role in the Vietnamese numeric system. 

While the numeral system in Vietnamese has been unaffected by Chinese, the system 

of quantification has been more noticeably influenced. Vietnamese has accepted some 
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Chinese lexical items of general quantification, including các 各 ‘various’ and mỗi 每 
‘each’. The status of these words as Chinese is solid as they are listed in Sino-Vietnamese 

dictionaries and have very similar semantico-syntactic properties. The term mọi ‘every’ 

may also be a nativized form of mỗi.
11

 The Vietnamese pronoun system has also received 

some influence from Chinese, but not in ways typically seen among varieties of Chinese, 

indicating both borrowing and innovation in Vietnamese. The three examples include the 

bound prenominal chúng 眾 (zhòng) (3rd person plural marking before pronouns, e.g., 

chúng nó (plural-3rd singular) ‘they’), the unbound ta (SV tha) 他 (tā) (3rd person plural 

marking after pronouns, e.g., cô ta (miss-plural) ‘those ladies’), and the unbound y 伊 (yī) 

(3rd person singular). Only the latter of the three is parallel with original Chinese usage,
12

 

but the first two are bound rather than free forms. Indeed, it must be acknowledged that 

these lack complete certainty in their origins and can only be considered possible Chinese 

loans based on their phonetic and semantic similarity. The process of grammaticalization, 

if it turns out to be so, would need to be identified before a higher degree of certainty 

could be reached. 

Another important grammatical aspect that ultimately comes from Chinese is the use 

of terms of address, though their pronominal function in Vietnamese is an extreme 

semantico-syntactic extension of their original usage in Chinese, one which parallels that 

of other Southeast Asian languages. Vietnamese pronouns have for the most part been 

replaced by a system of familial-based terms of address—many but not all of which come 

from Chinese—that indicate age, gender, and degree of formality and politeness, 

including both standard Sino-Vietnamese and some nativized forms (e.g., cô 姑 (gū) 

‘miss (more formal)’ and chị (SV tỉ) 姐 (jiě) ‘miss (less formal)’) (see Benedict 1947). 

Such terms are highly grammaticalized; they have complete pronominal referential 

functions and in fact have ‘floating’ reference, being able to refer variously to 1
st
, 2

nd
, or 

3
rd

 person in context. While such terms do function as terms of address in Chinese, they 

have not gone this far in the direction of complete pronominal usage as in Vietnamese. 

As in the English translation of sentence (2), in modern Chinese, such terms generally 

appear outside the sentence core, whereas in Vietnamese, the term of address is the 

subject inside the sentence matrix, not an external, optional element. 

 

(2)  anh đi đâu vậy 

you sir go where thus 

‘Where are you going, sir?’ 

4 Verbs 

One area of significant Sinitic influence is in the Vietnamese system of preverbs. These 

include most notably areas of aspect/tense, prohibition, voice, among others. To start, a 

number of negation words in Vietnamese appear to be grammaticalized words of Chinese 

                                                 
11

 Another possibility is that it is a retention of the original Mon-Khmer word meaning ‘one’, which could 

have grammaticalized, as the cognate in the Mon-Khmer language, Pacoh (Alves 2006:76). If this 

hypothesis is valid, this could account for the fact that Vietnamese một ‘one’ has an added /t/; it is an 

instance of phonological distinction due to semantico-syntactic differences. 
12

 The Chinese form yī 伊, while not part of all spoken varities of modern Chinese, is the standard 3
rd

 

person pronoun in Taiwanese. 
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origin. First, it has been posited (Nguyễn P. P. 1996) that the negation word không is a 

grammaticalized form of the homophonous Sino-Vietnamese không 空 (kōng) meaning 

‘void’. Usage of this form has dominated that of other native Vietnamese negation words. 

Next, two lexical items, chớ 除 (chú) (SV trừ) (meaning ‘exclude’ in Chinese) and đừng 

(SV tình) 停 (tíng) (meaning ‘stop’ in Chinese), both meaning ‘don’t’ in Vietnamese, are 

probably of Chinese origin. Neither form had developed these semantico-syntactic 

properties when borrowed. Note that chớ is also a connector word, as discussed in section 

5. 

The passive-like elements borrowed from Chinese have been discussed (Matisoff 

1991, Alves 2001). The Sino-Vietnamese form được (SV đắc) 得 (dé) shares some of the 

various functions as seen in Chinese, including passive-like, abilitative, and resultative 

functions (see Matisoff 1991). In addition, the two forms do ‘by’ and bị ‘negatively 

affected by’ show similarly passive-like functions. While do and bị are unarguably 

standard Sino-Vietnamese borrowings of relatively recent borrowing, được is more 

difficult to account for in terms of its phonetic realization (i.e., both tone height and 

vowel quality). However, considering its significant phonetic and semantico-syntactic 

overlap, including shared patterns of grammaticalization in varieties of Chinese and 

Vietnamese, it should be included until such time as a stronger alternative explanation 

can be provided. 

The pre-verb đang 當 (dāng) is likely from Chinese, meaning in Chinese ‘at the time 

of’. In Vietnamese, it is used to indicate an action in progress. Its semantico-syntactic 

development should be considered an example of grammaticalization after borrowing as 

it has developed a different syntactic distribution from that of Chinese (i.e., it appears 

between a subject and verb in Vietnamese but before a subject in a clause in Chinese). 

The Sino-Vietnamese word qua (SV quá) 過 (guò) ‘to cross’ has a post-verbal 

directional function parallel to that in Chinese, a preposition- or adverb-like function 

expressing the meaning ‘across’. The etymon is also seen as an intensifier, as discussed in 

Section 5. However, despite the fact that Vietnamese has a rich variety of post-verbal 

directional elements, besides this single term, no other directional terms have been 

borrowed into Vietnamese. 

 

(3) đi qua đường 

     go cross street 

     ‘Go across the street’. 

5 Adverbs, Conjunctions, Locative Terms and Others 

For the most part, the grammatical adverbs and conjunctions that have been borrowed 

from Chinese, as listed in Table 2, were borrowed with their original grammatical 

properties and have largely kept their original senses with little or no modification. 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that several of the items in Table 2 are nativized loans 

with standard Sino-Vietnamese counterparts without those developed usages. It must be 

admitted that more data (e.g., written records and both syntactic and phonological 
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comparative research of Vietnamese and Chinese) will have to be provided to verify their 

status as Chinese loanwords.
13

 

 

Table 2: Borrowed Chinese connective words 

Vietnamese Chinese Gloss 

bèn (SV tiện) 便 (biān) and then 

bởi vì 為 (wèi) because 

chỉ 只 (zhǐ) only 

chính 正 (zhèng) just/precisely 

chứ (SV trừ) 除 (chú) but not (contrastive) 

cùng (SV cộng) 共 (gòng) together 

giá (SV giả) 假 (jiǎ) if/supposing 

hiện tại 現在 (xiàn zài) currently 

hoặc 或 (huò) or 

nhưng 仍 (réng) but 

sở dĩ 所以 (suǒ yǐ) the reason why… 

tại 在 (zài) because 

thậm chí 甚至 (shén zhì) even 

tuy nhiên 雖然 (réng rán) however 

và (SV hòa) 和 (hé) and 

vì (SV vị) 为 (wèi) because 

 

A handful of locative terms have also been borrowed. These include (a) tại 在 (zài) 

‘to be at’ (with a more formal, literary flavor), which is the original meaning in Chinese 

(and which has developed the additional meaning ‘because’ in Vietnamese), (b) ngoài 

(SV ngoại) 外 (wài) ‘outside (of)’, (c) gần (SV cận) 近 (jìn) ‘near (to)’, and (d) bên (SV 

biên) 遍 (biān) ‘side’.
14

 

Notably, a number of comparative/intensifying words are likely Chinese loanword 

candidates that have grammaticalized since entering Vietnamese. These include (a) bằng 

(SV bình) 平 (píng) ‘equal to’ (originally ‘level/balanced’), (b) nhất 一 (yī) ‘most’ 

(originally ‘one’), (c) giống (SV chủng with the basic meaning ‘type/kind’) 種 

(zhǒng)‘resemble/similar to’, (d) thật (SV thiệt) 實 (shí) ‘truly’, and (e) quá 過 

(guò)‘extremely’ (with the basic meaning of ‘to pass over’) (Alves 2005). More data, 

such as examples of these in ancient Nôm writings, would be required to label these with 

                                                 
13

 Not included in the list is the quintessential Vietnamese topic-comment linking thì, which may have 

developed from the homophonous Chinese form 時 meaning ‘time’. The origins of this form will remain 

speculative until more explicit data become available. 
14

 While it is tempting to include Vietnamese trong ‘inside’ as a nativized form of Sino-Vietnamese trung 

中 (zhōng) ‘inside’, there is competition with a Mon-Khmer form (cf. Pacoh kallúng and Khmer knoŋ, with 

presyllabic telescoping to retroflex /ʈ/ in Vietnamese, as discussed in Section 2). 
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more certainty. One item which has maintained its original semantico-syntactic properties 

as in Chinese is the form như 如 (rú)‘as/like’. 

The Sino-Vietnamese form tự 自 (zì) means ‘to do by oneself’, though it has a much 

more restricted usage than in Chinese, where it has a full reflexive function. 

6 Syntax and Constituent Order 

Vietnamese is a topic-comment language with right-branching syntactic structures, like 

many other languages in Southeast Asia. Grammatical borrowing from Chinese has been 

primarily lexical with relatively little evidence of structural borrowing, the one exception 

being the position of measure words in quantified noun phrases, as discussed in Section 3. 

7 Lexicon and Timing of Borrowing 

While Vietnamese has definitely borrowed a modest amount of vocabulary from French 

and quite probably from Tai groups before contact with the Chinese,
15

 neither loanword 

source has contributed in any way to Vietnamese grammar or syntax.
16

  Loanwords from 

each of these sources number at most several dozen from French (many of which have 

fallen out of use in the post-colonial era) and perhaps a few dozen from Tai. These 

loanwords belong to rather restricted ranges of semantic domains. Words of a Tai origin 

suggest contact at a time when agricultural techniques of the Tai peoples were passed on 

from the ancestors of the Tai to the ancestors of the Vietnamese. Loanwords in this 

category include domesticated livestock such as vịt (Thai pèt) ‘duck’ and đực (Thai t
h
ʉ̀k) 

‘young male animal’ and terms related to farming such as rẫy (Thai rây) ‘dry field’, đồng 

ruộng (Thai t
h
ûŋ) ‘field’, and mương (Thai mʉ̌aŋ) ‘ditch’ (Nguyễn 1995:322).

17
 French 

loanwords that remain in Vietnamese today, as opposed to vocabulary that fell out of use 

in Vietnamese after the French left Vietnam, are primarily introduced western cultural 

terms and modern (at the time of borrowing) accoutrements, such as áo sơ mi (Fr. 

chemise) ‘shirt’, xà phòng (Fr. savon) ‘soap’, xe ô tô (Fr. automobile) ‘automobile’, bơ 

(Fr. beurre) ‘butter’, pin (Fr. pile) ‘battery’ and pa tê (Fr. pâté) ‘pate’,
18

 among others. 

The European presence did lead to the spread of an alphabetic writing system in Vietnam, 

though lexical influence from French was nevertheless superficial, resulting in the 

permanent borrowing of some dozens of words (see Barker 1969) and some dozens more 

which have fallen out of usage. 

                                                 
15

 The French borrowings are certain since they are recent, phonologically similar, and connected with 

modern cultural innovations. While Tai-Vietnamese contact appears certain, the certainty of numerous 

proposed borrowings can only be determined by a systematic comparison of reconstructions going back 

two millennia or earlier. Also, the possibility that Tai borrowings happened after Vietnamese contact with 

the Chinese cannot be excluded but is harder to verify. 
16

 The general typological similarities between Vietnamese and other Southeast Asian languages cannot be 

readily attributed to any other language and can only be considered an areal affect with no clear, single 

direction of influence or borrowing. 
17

 The modern Tai forms are given for convenience. These forms have been checked for Proto-Tai forms 

using the “Proto-Tai’o’matic” lexical database, which contains a compilation of several Proto-Tai 

reconstructions, at http://crcl.th.net/. 
18

 The last two instances show the introduction of an initial, unaspirated /p-/, a distribution of that sound 

which only appears in French loanwords (/p/ occurs only word-finally in native Vietnamese words). See the 

last paragraph in Section 2 on loanword phonology of Western words. 
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More recently, some English loans have entered Vietnamese, but not in large 

numbers and without certainty of permanent or even long-term presence in the 

Vietnamese lexicon, though Vietnamese dictionaries appear to list increasing numbers of 

them. Some examples include mít tinh ‘meeting’, vi rút ‘virus (either computer- or 

health-related)’, and in tơ nét ‘internet’. Clearly, such words tend to be related to, but are 

not restricted to, technology. 

In contrast with loanwords from other sources which were borrowed in relatively 

small numbers within relatively short periods of time, Chinese vocabulary in Vietnamese 

consists of several thousands of words borrowed over a period of two thousand years.
19

 

As discussed in Section 1, the starting point of Sinitic borrowing began possibly as early 

as 100 BCE during the end of the Western Han dynasty. Vocabulary borrowed in this era 

is often considered by the Vietnamese to be Nôm vocabulary, meaning that it is 

considered native Vietnamese vocabulary, while in fact, such vocabulary should properly 

be considered nativized Sino-Vietnamese, with substantial phonological—and in some 

cases, semantic—changes that mask their origins. The second stage of borrowing 

happened as a result of the spread of the Chinese rhyming dictionaries throughout East 

Asia during the Tang dynasty (618-907 CE). These books brought with them the entirety 

of literary Chinese, though this vocabulary was, of course, brought into use in spoken 

Vietnamese over time. This borrowing of Chinese through written language continued 

throughout the second millennium CE, though spoken language contact was also a factor. 

The third stage of borrowing was in the beginning of the twentieth century, when the 

Japanese were translating Western concepts by utilizing classical Chinese lexical material. 

This system of linguistic adaptation spread into Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese (see 

Sinh 1993). Over a period of several decades, thousands of new Sino-neologism entered 

Vietnamese, though it was ultimately a mixture of borrowings from both Japan and 

China.
20

 

One of the more difficult problems is, when dealing with language contact over such 

a lengthy period of time, determining the timing of borrowings. In some cases, such as 

the influence of Chinese on the Vietnamese use of the passive voice, modern written 

records show that this corresponds with the timing of large quantities of translations of 

Western writings into Chinese. In other cases, phonological evidence is the source of the 

identification of timing. For example, Wang Li (1948) identified giống ‘type’ as a word 

borrowed most likely during the Han dynasty, and the same word was again borrowed as 

the Sino-Vietnamese (SV) literary reading chủng 種 (zhǒng) ‘type’. Mei (1970) identified 

this as part of a pattern of the palatalization of the initial consonant and the 

correspondence of the Vietnamese sắc tone with the Chinese shǎng shēng 上聲 tone 

category. Another systematic phonological correspondence is between literary Sino-

Vietnamese readings having the nặng tone and the nativized cognates with the huyền tone, 
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 Studies on Sino-Vietnamese vocabulary and these layers of vocabulary include the works of Wang 

(1948), Đào (1979), Tryon (1979), Nguyễn (1979), and Pulleyblank (1981). 
20

 Chinese texts were a source of linguistic innovation in Vietnamese, perhaps due to the linguistic 

typological similarities between Vietnamese and Chinese. This is in opposition to the other major recipients 

of Chinese vocabulary, namely, Korean and Japanese, which have, for example, agglutinative morphology 

in contrast with the isolating morphology of both Chinese and Vietnamese, or the use of postpositions in 

Korean and Japanese versus the use of prepositions in Chinese and Vietnamese. 
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such as the standard, literary readings tự 自 ‘from’, dụng 用 ‘use’, and loại 類 ‘type’ 

versus their nativized, spoken readings, từ, dùng, and loài respectively. Considering their 

otherwise similar phonetic shape indicates that they are more likely relatively recent 

borrowings, perhaps within the past several centuries rather than in the Han-dynasty/Pre-

Tang era. In many other instances, no patterns or written records exist to assist in 

verifying approximate dates of the borrowings, which weakens somewhat the argument 

for these words as Chinese in origin. Regardless, with the weight of the lexical evidence 

and numerous patterns of phonological correspondences, such words with variant 

pronunciations must at least be considered likely loanwords. 

As a result of the similarity in general of word formation patterns throughout China 

and Southeast Asia, bisyllabic compounds consisting of two syllables each with distinct 

meanings cannot be said to be the direct influence of Chinese despite the borrowing of 

significant quantities of Chinese words, such as the neologisms in the beginning of the 

twentieth century. There are not too many instances of morphological borrowing (e.g., 

prefixes or suffixes) since many Chinese compounds have been borrowed unanalyzed. 

There are, however, a number of derivational morphemes that have been borrowed from 

Chinese, as in Table 3, that have some limited amount of productivity and can be used to 

create new terms in Vietnamese. The examples here are generally in line with 

Vietnamese typology (e.g., negation indicated before the negated aspect, as is the case in 

Vietnamese syntax). 

 

Table 3: Borrowed Chinese derivational word forms 

Vietnamese Chinese Gloss 

bất 不 (bù) ‘in/un-’ 

phản 反 (fǎn) ‘anti-‘ 

phi 非 (fēi) ‘non-’ 

vô 無 (wú) ‘non-’ 

hoá 化 (huà) ‘-ize’ 

học 學 (xué) ‘-ology’ 

 

In contrast, when a typological pattern in Chinese lexical material does not match 

that of Vietnamese, the expected modifications are seen. In some cases, the Vietnamese 

head-modifier order has been applied to Chinese loanwords, such as the order of the 

names of continents. The Chinese term for ‘Europe’ 歐洲 (ōu zhōu) (Europe-continent), 

Sino-Vietnamese Âu Châu, was used in its original Chinese order earlier in the twentieth 

century, but later, the native-like order Châu Âu (continent-Europe) became dominant, as 

was the case with expressions for other continents. In addition, there are some calques 

such as xe lửa ‘train’ (vehicle-fire) and máy bay ‘airplane’ (machine-fly) which also 

follow the expected Vietnamese order. These two words have largely replaced the earlier 

Sino-Vietnamese forms hoả xe 火車 (huǒ chē (fire-vehicle)) ‘train’ and phi cơ 飛機 (fēi 

jī (fly-machine)) ‘airplane’. While the terms with Chinese order are not completely out of 

usage, the forms that follow the native Vietnamese patterns are dominant. 

Overall, lexical borrowing has not influenced the word-formation patterns seen in 

Vietnamese, which has retained its typological Southeast Asian pattern of head-modifier. 
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Also, as mentioned below in Section 8, the reduplicating patterns common to varieties of 

Chinese are entirely absent in Vietnamese. 

8 Summary 

While Chinese has certainly been the primary and most influential donor of vocabulary in 

the Vietnamese lexicon, this borrowing has not resulted in relexification or major 

restructuring of Vietnamese syntax. There does appear to be some influence in 

Vietnamese phonology and some influence in the position of measure words in quantified 

noun phrases, but otherwise, grammatical borrowing has been largely in the area of 

grammatical vocabulary. The amount of grammatical vocabulary is substantial, including 

dozens of measure words, two dozen or so words with connective functions, a good 

handful of grammatical adverbs, some locational terms, and a few other numerals and 

quantity expressions. 

To further understand the Sino-Vietnamese borrowing situation, it is also important 

to consider in a borrowing situation is what was not borrowed. Norman’s (1988:13) 

comparative wordlist of six Chinese and non-Chinese Sino-Tibetan languages shows two 

dozen basic vocabulary items, none of which have replaced native Vietnamese words 

(with the single exception of lạnh (SV lãnh) 冷 (lěng) ‘cold’). Clearly, however much 

lexical influence Vietnamese has received, it has not been relexified and has retained a 

significant amount of vocabulary of Mon-Khmer stock. Vietnamese does not even share 

characteristic vocabulary with nearby Yue dialects, such as Cantonese.
21

 Beyond lexical 

borrowing, there is the significant lack of syntactic borrowing. Were the Sino-

Vietnamese contact heavy enough, we might expect to see other kinds of grammatical, 

structural aspects of Chinese in Vietnamese, but most of the grammatical typological 

characteristics common to varieties of Chinese are in fact not seen in Vietnamese. 

Notable characteristics of varieties of Chinese include verbal compounds of ability (verb-

de (得)-resultative) and direction (notably, the verb plus two-syllable directional terms); 

the use of reduplication (A-not-A) in questions; the Chinese style of reduplication of the 

second syllable in two-syllable terms (ABB); the use of post-positional locative nouns; 

and the position of modifiers, possessives and demonstratives before head nouns. While 

Vietnamese does make use of a substantial number of sentence final particles with modal 

properties to express politeness, assertion, commands, and others, there is no strong 

evidence suggesting that they have come from Chinese.
22

 

As can be seen, this borrowing did not, however, lead to the borrowing of core 

aspects seen in most varieties of Chinese. Moreover, internal innovation, rather than 

borrowing in a direct sense, has led to the development of grammatical functions of Sino-

Vietnamese vocabulary that originally lacked those specific semantico-syntactic 

characteristics. Questions remain about the nature of the contact through which 
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 One exception is the verb ‘to see’ thy, mostly likely related to Chinese睇 (tí), Cantonese tái. 
22

 There are the Vietnamese sentence particles à, which expresses surprise, and ạ, which expresses 

politeness. Chinese as well as other languages in the region have sentence particles with similar unmarked 

phonological material, essentially eliminating the ability to determine whether borrowing has occurred. 

One form of note is the Vietnamese sentence-particle mà, which suggests that what is said is something 

previously asserted and should be known by the speaker. This is not unlike Chinese mà 嘛. Again, however, 

the phonological material is unmarked and harder to confirm as borrowed material.  
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borrowing occurred. Was this borrowing primarily through spoken contact or from texts 

that the Vietnamese elite spread into spoken Vietnamese? In fact, it appears that the 

borrowing has only been partially been through spoken contact. It seems that, though 

clearly bilingualism in Chinese and Vietnamese has played a part in this contact situation, 

a significant amount of Chinese was likely transmitted into Vietnamese from Chinese 

writings by Vietnamese leaders, scholars, and the like, a situation which best accounts for 

the reason why colloquial grammatical elements common to varieties of Chinese did not 

enter Vietnamese.
23
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